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To The Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

Pursuant to the provisions of section 5 of Article LXIII of
the Amendments to the Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, I am returning to you unsigned House Bill 5264,
entitled "An Act Establishing A Sick Leave Bank For An Employee
Of The Department Of Social Services."

This Administration is strongly committed to reducing the
use and abuse of sick days. While I strongly support the
compassionate objective and intent of this legislation to enable
employees of the Department of Social Services to help a
seriously ill fellow employee, I believe that it must not be done
at taxpayer expense. The Commonwealth's taxpayers already
provide state employees with sick leave benefits far beyond those
found in private industry (15 days annually which can be accrued
ad infinitum), and additional disability insurance is available
for employees to purchase through payroll deductions. Therefore
last year we began returning bills such as House 5264 with a
suggested amendment. In each instance the suggested amendment
provided that a catastrophic illness bank could be set up for the
particular employee who had either run out of sick time (or not
otherwise purchased disability insurance) and that employees
could contribute so-called personal days (each July first every
state employee is awarded 3 personal days in addition to their
vacation time) or vacation days. On each occasion, this
amendment was enacted and sent back for signature. Each bill was
signed into law.

In light of the tragic and specific concerns relating to
the individual for whom House 5264 was filed, I asked my staff to
review the results of our policy. That review revealed that in
the four instances last year where such catastrophic illness
banks were set up, a total of 736 days of personal and vacation
leave was contributed - more than three full years of
compensation. This both confirms the compassion and generosity
of our state employees, and that the humane objectives of these
bills can be accomplished without additional taxpayer expense.
In short, the policy has worked and should remain in place.
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Unfortunately, in the instance of House 5264, the
Legislature failed to adopt the amendment, and I must therefore
veto the bill. However, we will do everything in our power to
permit employees who care about the plight of their fellow worker
to assist him in the manner we have suggested. I therefore have
this date promulgated an executive order which permits and
directs the establishment of a catastrophic illness bank in the
Executive Office of each Secretariat. Contributions to each of
these banks of personal and vacation time can be made at any
time, or in connection with a specific request resulting from a
particular individual's illness or tragedy.

With this authority, the employees of the Department of
Social Services (and other Health and Human Service agencies) can
immediately contribute to the needs of House 5264.

Argeo Paul Cellucci
Acting Governor
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Respectfully submitted.


